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Abstract

A large diameter ion source for fast neutral beam

injection is designed under a magnetic field (we call

"Uramoto .Field") composed of a circular ferrite permanent

magnet and a usual coreless magnetic coil. As the magnetic

filed is reduced abruptly in a discharge anode, an ion source

with a uniform ion current density over a large diameter is

produced easily without a "button" of ORNL duoPIGatron type

ion source (a floating electrode to diffuse an axial plasma

flow radially).
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Introduction

As a hopeful method to heat a plasma for thermonuclear

fusion, a fast neutral beam injection is well-known.x To

produce this neutral beam, a large diameter ion source with

a uniform current density is required. A large diameter ion

source due to a discharge plasma in a magnetic field is

2 3 4excellent " " on a gas efficiency. However, a problem is

how to reduce the magnetic field abruptly near an ion current

extraction electrode. Because the ion current density uni-

formity and stability in the ion source depend on a weak

magnetic field. Generally, the magnetic field near the ion

source must be reduced below a-few gauss.

As a typical ion source produced with magnetic field, the
0 0 4

duoPIGatron at ORNL is well-known. However, the magnetic

system is complicated because of a magnet with a special iron

core and the magnetic field does not decrease abruptly near

the ion source. Therefore, to improve a uniformity of ion
2

current density over a large diameter, a floating electrode

(called "button") is set to diffuse an axial plasma flow

radially. Thus, the floating electrode may be melted by

a heat of the plasma flow.

By a combination of a circular ferrite permanent magnet

and a coreless magnetic coil, we succeed reducing a magnetic

field abruptly, which is below 2 gauss from a median plane of

a discharge anode over an ion current extraction electrode.

Moreover, the magnetic system is much simplified compared

with that of the duoPIGatron.
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1. Arrangement of Electrodes and Magnets

A schematic diagram of the ion source is shown in Fig.l.

A circular ferrite permanent magnet is arranged 3.5 cm away

from a magnetic coil of 1260 A turns. (This ferrite magnet

is used for a very popular loud speaker in Japan and availa-

ble easily and cheaply). A mean diameter (about 7 cm) of

the magnetic coil is determined almost equally to the mean

diameter (7 cm) of the ferrite magnet. (This fact is very

effective for cancellation of magnetic field over the radial

direction near the ion source which is about 10 cm away from

the magnetic coil).

A plasma for the ion source is produced by a long pulse

(a few seconds) discharge in hydrogen (H2) along a composed

magnetic field due to a combination of the ferrite magnet

and the magnetic coil. In this discharge (which starts

from a cold LaBg cathode), two intermediate electrodes are

arranged and a hydrogen pressure; difference is kept between

a cathode and an anode region in order to protect the

cathode and produce a high density plasma. Usually, the

hydrogen pressure is kept around 1.0 Torr in the cathode
_3

region and 5 x 10 Torr in the anode or ion source region.

The discharge voltage is about 40 V between the cathode and

the first intermediate electrode, about 35 V between the

first and the second intermediate electrode, and below 15 V

between the secoid intermediate electrode and the cylindrical

anode. That is, the total discharge voltage is around 90 V

between the anode and the cathode.
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2. Magnetic Field Distribution

Three magnetic field distributions are shown in Fig.2

in relation with arrangement of electrodes and magnets. The

distribution 10 or 11 shows each magnetic field along the

center axis by.the ferrite magnet or by the magnetic coil at

the coil current 30 A. The composed magnetic field due to

the combination of the ferrite magnet and the coil is denoted

by the distribution 12 in Fig.2. The composed magnetic

field decreases abruptly in the discharge anode while it

increases in the first intermediate electrode.

This composed magnetic field distribution is roughly

approximated by three ring currents as shown in Fig.3. The

magnetic field of the ferrite magnet M can be expressed by

two coils: The inner coil (radius R, ) operates to increase

the magnetic field of the magnetic coil C, and, on the ohter

hand, the outer coil (radius Rg) operates to reduce the

magnetic field of the magnetic coil C. In Fig.3, by deter-

mining to be R, = 2.5 cm, R, = 4.5 cm, H = 3.3 cm, Zn = 3.5

cm, I,. = 3125 A and I = 1260 A, v/e find an approximated

equation for the composed magnetic field along the center

axis Z. That is,

w - 787'6
0.16Z2)3/2 (1 + 0.049Z2)3/2

240.5

0.092(Z,,-3.5)2}3/2
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where B (2,.) is the composed magnetic field in gauss and ZM

is measured from the center of the ferrite magnet in cm. The

first and the second term in this equation express the

magnetic field of the ferrite magnet while the third term

expresses the magnetic coil.

Radial components of the composed magnetic field Br(r)

and B_(r) at the median plane of the anode or in front of the

ion extracting electrode (7 in Fig.l), are measured as shown

in Figs. 4(A) and (B). Obviously, the composed magnetic

field is reduced axially and radially below 2 gauss over the

ion source from the median plane of the anode.

In the cathode region, ttte composed magnetic field is

reversed as shown in Fig.2. (This reversed magnetic field

is very useful for a protection of the cathode from a

bombardment of ion back stream. Therefore, the fact is a

merit for a stable discharge).

3. Discussion

In order to produce a large diameter ion source with a

radially uniform ion current density, a magnetic field in the

ion source must be reduced below a few gauss as understood

from the following estimations. Generally, an extracted ion

current density from a plasma depends on the electron density

and temperature as known from a Bohm formula. Therefore, the

radial electron diffusion across the magnetic field becomes

important in the ion source. A relation between the axial

electron diffusion coefficient D,, and the radial electron

diffusion coefficient D^ is estimated by
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E L - 1 = 1 (2)

ce

where w,' x, X and r are electron cyclotron angular fre-
GH C6

quency, electron-neutral collision time,

, electron-neutral collision mean free path,

electron cyclotron radius. The X and r in hydrogen gas
6Il C6

are known by

Xen = 2.0 x 1CT
2/P

(3)

rce = 3 - 4 ^ / B

where P, B and V are a hydrogen gas pressure in Torr, a

magnetic lield in gauss and electron temperature in eV. For

the present exper:

= 9 eV, we obtain

the present experimental conditions P s 5 x 10 Torr and V

(-M)2
 s 0.15 B

2, (4)
ce

From the Eqs. (2) and (4), we can understand that the magnetic

field must be below 2 gauss for the radial;uniformity of

electron density which is related to the radial uniformity of

ion current density.

By a combination of a circular permanent ferrite magnet

and a simple magnetic coil, we realize an ideal magnetic

field ("Uramoto Field") distribution as seen in Figs. 2, 4(A)

and (B). In fact, without the "button", we obtain an ion
2

current density 0.2 A/cm over the diameter 10 cm in the
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density difference below 10% at a discharge total current I,

= 250 A (the first intermediate electrode current I- = 5 A,

the second intermediate electrode current I2 = 15 A, the anode

current I. = 230 A and the pulse duration = a few seconds).
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Arrangement of Magnets and Electrodes. 1: Cathode

(in this experiment, composed of LaBg and Ta pipe).

.2: Circular Ferrite Permanent Magnet (inner diameter

5 craij), outer diameter 9 cmcj> and length 1.5 cm).

3: First Intermediate Electrode (central hole

diameter 0.7 cm̂ > and length 3 cm). 4: Second

Intermediate Electrode (central hole diameter from

1.2 cm<£ to 2.0 cm<f> and length 4.0 cm. 5: Coreless

Magnetic Coil (7 turns and 6 layers at coil exciting

current 30 A, i.e. 1260 A turns with a size of outer

diameter 8.5 cm§, inner diameter 5.5 cm<J> and length

2.0 cm). 6: Cylindrical Anode (inner dia. 15 cmifi).

7: Ion Current Extracting Electrode. 8: Discharge

Power Supply. 9: Neutral Gas Port (usually Hg).

Fig.2 Magnetic Field Distributions. 2: Circular Ferrite

Permanent Magnet. 5: Coreless Magnetic Coil.

(7 turns * 6 layers) 10: Axial Magnetic Field of

Ferrite Magnet along Center Axis. 11: Axial

Magnetic Field of Coreless Magnetic Coil (at Coil

Current 30 A) along Center Axis. 12: Composed

Magnetic Field due to Combination of Ferrite Magnet

and Magnetic Coil.

Fig.3 Approximation by Three Magnetic Coils for Composed

Magnetic Field. M: Ferrite Magnet. C: Magnetic

Coil. R.̂ : Inner Coil Radius. R2: Outer Coil

Radius> 1^: Equivalent Current of Ferrite Magnet.

Ic: Total Coil Current (1260 A turns). Rc: Magnetic
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Coil Mean Radius. Z : Distance between Ferrite

Magnet and Magnetic Coil.

Fig.4(A) Hadial Distributions of Radial Component B (r) of

Composed Magnetic Field. 13: B (r) at Median Plane

•of Anode. 14: B (r) in front of Ion Extracting

Electrode.

Fig.4(B) Radial Distributions of Axial Component B (r) of
z

Composed Magnetic Field. 15: B (r) at Median Plane

of Anode. 16: B (r) in front of Ion extractingz

Electrode.
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